TREATMENT CYCLE FOR SCALP PROBLEMS

PROFESSIONAL DIAGNOSIS OF THE SCALP
MAKE A SCIENTIFIC DIAGNOSIS OF THE TYPE OF SCALP. USE TRICHO-ANALYZER AND COMPARE THE IMAGES OBTAINED WITH THE FOLLOWING SKIN PROBLEMS. FOLLOW THE APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS ACCORDING TO THE PROBLEM DETECTED.

INTENSIVE TREATMENTS
purifying / DANDRUFF AND DESQUAMATION

**case 1** / 5-6 SESSIONS
SCALP WITH DRY DANDRUFF, DESQUAMATION AND ITCHING

**STEP 1**
PURE BIODYNAMIC THYMEx + PURIFYING RICE WAX
Add 3 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic thyme for every 50 ml of Purifying rice wax. Mix and apply the compound on the skin and massage intensely for 5 mins. Leave on 10 mins. Rinse with warm water.

**STEP 2**
PURIFYING HAIR BATH - DRY SCALPS
Apply to wet hair, massage, and rinse. Leave on 3-4 mins. Repeat if necessary.

**STEP 3**
DANDRUFF REMEDY - DRY SCALPS
Apply on the scalp, massage (create parallel sections separated around 2 cm from each other), leave on 3-4 mins. Rinse with warm water.

**case 2** / 5-6 SESSIONS
SCALP WITH OILY DANDRUFF AND ITCHING

**STEP 1**
PURE BIODYNAMIC THYMEx + PURIFYING RICE WAX
Add 3 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic thyme for every 50 ml of Purifying rice wax. Mix and apply the compound on the skin and massage intensely for 5 mins. Leave on 10 mins. Rinse with warm water.

**STEP 2**
PURIFYING HAIR BATH - OILY SCALPS
Apply to wet hair, massage, and rinse. Leave on 3-4 mins. Repeat if necessary.

**STEP 3**
DANDRUFF REMEDY - OILY SCALPS
Apply on the scalp, massage (create parallel sections separated around 2 cm from each other).
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### Soothing / Irritated and Sensitive Skin

**Case 1 / Min. 6 Sessions**
**Skin with More or Less Defined Yellow Spots and Shiny Skin**
- **Step 1:** Add 2 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic sage for every 50 ml of Amazonian control clay. Mix slowly. Apply the compound on the skin and massage lightly. Leave on 10/15 mins. Rinse with warm water. N.B. Exert only slight pressure during application for not to stimulate the sebaceous gland.
- **Step 2:** Apply to wet hair, massage, and rinse. Leave on 3-4 mins. Repeat if necessary.

**Case 2 / Min. 6 Sessions**
**Yellow Spots on Skin with Oily Strands (4/5 cm)**
- **Step 1:** Add 3 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic thyme for every 50 ml of Purifying rice wax. Mix and apply the compound on the skin and massage lightly. Leave on 10 mins. Rinse with warm water.

**Case 3 / Min. 6 Sessions**
**Oil with Clumps of Dandruff**
- **Step 1:** Add 3 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic thyme for every 50 ml of Purifying rice wax. Mix and apply the compound on the skin and massage lightly. Leave on 10 mins. Rinse with warm water.

**Case 4 / 5-6 Sessions**
**Dermatitis Seborrheica**
- **Step 1:** Apply the Densifying remedy or Vivifying remedy sensitive scalp.
- **Step 2:** Apply to wet hair, massage, and rinse. Leave on 3-4 mins. Repeat if necessary.

### Hair-Loss / Hair Loss

**Case 1 / 10 Sessions**
**Simple Hair Loss (Normal Scalp)**
- **Step 1:** Micro-stimulating hair bath
- **Step 2:** Densifying remedy
  - After cleansing with Micro-stimulating hair bath, apply the Densifying remedy ampoule directly on the scalp and massage for at least 5 mins. Dry hair.
- **Step 3:** Apply on the scalp massaging (create parallel sections separated around 2 cm from each other). Dry hair.

**Case 2 / 10-12 Sessions**
**Hair Loss Caused by Cutaneous Tropism (Thinning Hair, Front Area Especially Tough and Skin Glued to the Head, Causing Lack of Nourishment)**
- **Step 1:** Add 2 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic helichrysum for every 50 ml of Zanthoxylum soothing gel. Mix slowly. Apply the compound on the skin and massage lightly. Leave on 10/15 mins. Rinse with warm water.
- **Step 2:** Rinse with warm water.

**Case 3 / 6-8 Sessions**
**Hair Loss with Presence of Dermatitis, Irritation and Reddening**
- **Step 1:** Add 2 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic helichrysum + Zanthoxylum soothing gel
  - Apply the Densifying remedy ampoule directly on the scalp and massage for at least 5 mins. Dry hair.
- **Step 2:** Rinse with warm water.

**Case 4 / 1-2 Sessions**
**Hair Loss Caused by Excess Sebum (Yellow Spots Caused by Oil / Perspiration)*
- **Step 1:** Apply to wet hair, massage, and rinse. Leave on 3-4 mins. Repeat if necessary.

### Rebalancing / Excess Sebum

**Case 1 / Min. 6 Sessions**
**Skin with More or Less Defined Yellow Spots and Shiny Skin**
- **Step 1:** Pure biodynamic helichrysum + Zanthoxylum soothing gel
- **Step 2:** Micro-stimulating hair bath
- **Step 3:** Densifying remedy or Vivifying remedy sensitive scalp

**Case 2 / Min. 6 Sessions**
**Yellow Spots on Skin with Oily Strands (4/5 cm)**
- **Step 1:** Densifying remedy
- **Step 2:** Densifying remedy or Vivifying remedy sensitive scalp
- **Step 3:** Apply to wet hair, massage, and rinse. Leave on 3-4 mins. Repeat if necessary.

**Case 3 / Min. 6 Sessions**
**Oil with Clumps of Dandruff**
- **Step 1:** Densifying remedy
- **Step 2:** Densifying remedy or Vivifying remedy sensitive scalp
- **Step 3:** Apply to wet hair, massage, and rinse. Leave on 3-4 mins. Repeat if necessary.

**Case 4 / 5-6 Sessions**
**Dandruff and Sebum Which Block the Normal Oxygenation of the Hair**
- **Step 1:** Add 2 teaspoonfuls of Pure biodynamic helichrysum for every 50 ml of Zanthoxylum soothing gel. Mix slowly. Apply the compound on the skin and massage lightly. Leave on 10/15 mins. Rinse with warm water.
- **Step 2:** Rinse with warm water.

---

*Do the anti-grease treatment. Repeat until skin is clean.

---
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---
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